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Synopsis

For LAN administrators, this all-in-one guide provides technically detailed and comprehensive information about how to set up, configure, administer and fine-tune a NetWare LAN.
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Customer Reviews

This book was chosen as a text for a networking class. No one in class, including the teacher WHO KNOWS NETWARE was able to make it through the book! Arthur might be competent but if you can't read it how can you tell. Poor grammer. And his description of abstract concepts were generally defined with abstract concepts, not real world scenarios. For beginners as well as advanced users I now would recomend, after hours and hours of reading both, New Riders: Netware Professional, 4th ed. It's very readable, accurate, and just a great overall reference book that you'll return to-depending on how long Netware is around to turn to. Neither are "how-to" books.

This is a comment on one of the reviews. I find it very amusing to read a review that critiques the grammar in a publication by spelling the word "grammer" Richard D. Seepaul
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